Chic Contemporary Hamptons
RYLO Building and Design specialises in unique and quality new
builds and renovations. Director Ryan Pearse, is not only involved
in the concept stages, but is on-site during the build with his team
of qualified and passionate tradesmen.
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With the added expertise of interior designer Lauren Pearse,
RYLO offers a seamless design and build service from concept
to completion. Alternatively, RYLO can work with clients’
current plans to deliver any desired project.

“The beauty of RYLO is it’s a one stop shop. We only take
on three to four major renovations or builds a year, therefore
I can spend more time on site — making RYLO the most
personal service around,” says Ryan.

With over 20 years combined experience, the team at RYLO
have developed excellent relationships with suppliers and
trades, ensuring cost effective quality workmanship of the
highest standard.

Recently RYLO completed a new build on Brisbane’s Bayside
for a lovely young couple looking for a ‘Hamptons Style’ vibe
with a contemporary edge. RYLO got clever with the forever
loved ‘Hamptons Style’ and created a stunningly beautiful

home for them that both matched their personal
tastes and their desired budget!

polished concrete tile the client had selected
for their flooring.

RYLO’s clients loved the classic profiled 2pac
cabinetry and marble benchtops, but wanted to
keep it young and fun and incorporate timber in
a different way.

To complete the overall look, the house was
styled incorporating elements of Hamptons along
with timber to give a completely individual style
of the clients’ very own, and the result is stunning.

As the house was a new build, RYLO wanted
to create texture and soul in the bedrooms by
adding a feature wall of regency panelling to
maintain the originally desired Hamptons vibe.

RYLO have the unique ability to take a set
style and make it yours incorporating individual
preferences to ensure that their clients will always
feel at home. For more information on
RYLO Building & Design visit rylo.com.au or call
3891 6795 and make all of your home build
dreams come true.

The finished home is full of clean lines with
features of timber and grey to compliment the
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